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Windows 8 volume compatibility considerations with prior versions of Windows Summary This article
describes several design changes introduced with Windows 8 which change the supported boot configurations
for users which utilize multiple operating systems on their personal computer, or for users which physically
move storage devices with NTFS volumes between Windows 8 and a prior version of Windows. With the new
model, Windows 8 will log off active users, but instead of terminating the kernel session, the system is
hibernated. This means that the memory state of running system processes, devices, and file systems are saved
to the Hiberfile instead of being dismounted and shutdown. On resume, the Hiberfile is read which resumes
the memory state, drivers are initialized, and the user session is prepared. By not having to perform a full boot,
the time necessary to start your system dramatically decreases. NTFS uses a log file to record changes to file
system metadata before they are actually applied and persisted to disk â€” this is the basic principle of
write-ahead logging. This method helps ensure consistency of on-disk metadata structures in the event of an
unexpected unclean dismount for example caused by a power interruption. While these two changes are
fundamentally designed to work together to deliver better performance, there are inherent dependencies on
Windows 8 that can result in incompatibilities with systems with multiple versions of Windows installed in
certain configurations and boot scenarios, or for users which physically move NTFS volumes between
Windows 8 and a prior version of Windows. However, a side effect of this change is that the new log format is
unrecognizable with prior versions of Windows, which may result in a prior version of NTFS marking the
volume as corrupt since the contents of the log is in an unrecognized format. This will trigger a chkdsk run
upon reboot to ensure that file system metadata is consistent, which will clear the corrupted state of the log file
and return the file system to a clean state. This helps ensure that when a storage device with a NTFS volume is
cleanly removed from Windows 8 for use in another operating system, it can be attached without the NTFS
volume being marked as corrupted. This helps ensure that by using the new log file structure in Windows 8,
your device will operate with optimal performance, and with potentially reduced power consumption. NTFS
will also upgrade the log file structure and version of any internally-attached storage devices on boot or after a
hot-swap. Impact to Windows Boot Scenarios When a system with multiple versions of Windows installed is
resumed from a Hybrid Boot state, the boot process will fully restore Windows 8 and remount previously
active volumes before providing a selection screen to choose another version to boot. If the user selects an
alternate version, the system is rebooted which allows for active file systems to dismount and in turn
downgrade the log file structure and version to one that is compatible with all prior versions of Windows and
the system will load the desired version. In most scenarios, this will not result in a previous version of
Windows mounting a NTFS volume with an unrecognized log file structure and version number. However, as
part of the design of Hybrid Boot, the Windows 8 kernel is not fully shutdown unless a restart is requested,
thus any mounted file systems do not have an opportunity to dismount when the machine is Hibernated. As a
result, active file systems will not be down-graded to the compatible log version 1. Thus, removing a physical
drive containing active file systems from a Windows 8 machine after the system is Hibernated, and connecting
that drive to a prior version of Windows will result in the volume being marked as corrupted. A full chkdsk
run will be required to clear the corrupted state of the volume, which will return it to a healthy state. Supported
Multi-OS Boot Configurations As Hybrid Boot introduces a fundamental change to the way Windows 8 is
started, the following details the supported configurations for booting Windows 8: Utilizing the Windows 8
boot loader to boot multiple Windows versions, including Windows 8, is supported. To ensure that the
Windows 8 boot loader is utilized, ensure that you install Windows 8 on your system after you have installed a
prior version of Windows. Utilizing a non-Windows 8 boot loader to boot Windows 8 is not supported. You
can encounter this scenario most easily if you install a prior version of Windows to a partition after you have
installed Windows 8. This may result in the Windows 8 boot loader being overwritten, and replaced with the
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boot loader from the prior version of Windows. Utilizing a 3rd party boot loader that is not Hybrid Boot aware
is not supported. NTFS will not upgrade the Log file structure and version number on these types of devices in
Windows 8. Detailed Resolution Steps Determining if your volume has been upgraded to Logfile version 2.
This section, method, or task contains steps that can potentially change key file system behavior. Therefore,
make sure that you follow these steps carefully. These steps are only applicable to systems running Windows
8 or Windows Server Open the Start Screen by pressing the Windows Key or by navigating to the top right
corner of your screen, summoning the Charms bar, and clicking the Windows icon. If prompted, accept the
prompt to run the program. You should see output similar to the below. This section, method, or task contains
steps that can potentially change key system behavior and settings. These steps are only applicable to systems
running Windows 8. The below screen should be presented to you. You may need to provide Administrative
permissions to change the settings. This section, method, or task contains steps that tell you how to modify the
registry. However, serious problems might occur if you modify the registry incorrectly. For added protection,
back up the registry before you modify it. Then, you can restore the registry if a problem occurs. For more
information about how to back up and restore the registry, click the following article number to view the
article in the Microsoft Knowledge Base: To turn off the behavior of NTFS upgrading the log file structure
and version number to 2. Note that this registry key does not persist the upgrade behavior to the volume, it
only changes the behavior of the NTFS driver on the local system. Navigate using the tree on the left pane to:
If it does not exist, create it. Changing the value to a non-zero value we recommend a value of 1 will prevent
NTFS from upgrading the Logfile structure and version number to 2. Resetting the value to zero will return
the system to the default behavior to upgrade the Logfile structure and version number to 2. Close the Registry
Editor and perform a system Restart not Shutdown to downgrade all mounted NTFS volumes to a log file
structure and version number compatible with prior versions of Windows. Upon the next boot of Windows 8,
NTFS will no longer upgrade the log file structure and version number to 2.
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Marx says that surplus value is "merely a congealed quantity of surplus labor-timeâ€¦ nothing but objectified
surplus labor. One part of the working day is the time necessary in order to produce the value of the workers
labor power. The second part of the working day is surplus labor time, which produces no value for the
laborer, but produces value for the capitalist. The rate of surplus value is a ratio of surplus labor time s to
necessary labor time v. Capitalists often maximize profits by manipulating the rate of surplus value, which can
be done through the increase of surplus labor time. This method is referred to as the production of absolute
surplus value. In this case capitalists merely increase the length of the working day. Though there are physical
restrictions to the working day, such as general human needs, the working day is by no means fixed. This
allows for great flexibility in the number of hours worked per day. This flexibility in working hours leads to a
class struggle between capitalist and worker. Similarly, the worker demands the full value of his own
commodity. The worker needs to be able to renew his labor power so that it can be sold again anew. The
capitalist sees working fewer hours as theft from capital, and the worker see working too many hours as theft
from laborers. This class struggle can be seen throughout history, and eventually laws such as Factory Acts
were put in place to limit the length of a working day and child labour. This forced capitalists to find a new
way in which to exploit workers. The Concept of Relative Surplus-Value, Division of Labour and
Manufacture, and Machinery and Modern Industry. In Chapter 12, Marx explains a decrease in the value of
labour power by increasing production. Chapters 13â€”15 examine ways in which the productivity of this
labour is increased. Remember, the value of labour-power is "the labour-time necessary to produce
labour-power. Marx calls this decrease in necessary labour and increase in surplus value as relative
surplus-value whereas when there is an actual lengthening in the working day and surplus value is produced,
this is called absolute surplus-value. For this to happen, the productivity of labour must increase. The
perpetual drive of capital, according to Marx, is to increase the productivity of labor, leading to a decrease in
the value of commodities. In this, the value of the workers means of subsistence decreases, resulting in a
decrease in the value of his labour power. Co-operation[ edit ] According to Marx, co-operation happens
"when numerous workers work together side by side in accordance with a plan, whether in the same process,
or in different but connected processes. Marx says, "If the labour process is complicated, then the sheer
number of the co-operators permits the apportionment of various operations to different hands, and
consequently their simultaneous performance. The time necessary for the completion of the whole work is
thereby shortened. While this is the case, Marx is quick to note that the collective powers of co-operation are
not created by Capital. This, according to Marx, is a disguise or a fetish. Marx cites the building of the
pyramids , which occurred prior to the organization of a capitalist mode of production. The Division of Labour
and Manufacture[ edit ] Section 1. The Dual Origin of Manufacture In this section 1, The Dual Origin of
Manufacture, Marx examines manufacture as a method of production involving specialized workers, or
craftsmen, working on their own detailed task. Marx cites the assembly of a carriage as an example of the first
way this is brought about. In this, multiple skilled workers are brought together to produce specialized parts
once unique to their craft, contributing to the overall production of the commodity. Another way this
manufacture arises is by splitting up a single handicraft into multiple specialized areas, further introducing a
division of labour. The Specialized Worker and his Tools In this section, Marx argues that a worker who
performs only one task throughout his life will perform his job at a faster and more productive rate, forcing
capital to favor the specialized worker to the traditional craftsman. The Two Fundamental Forms of
Manufacture- Heterogeneous and Organic In this section, Marx argues that a division of labour within
production produces a hierarchy of labor, skilled and unskilled, and also a variation in wages. Yet according to
Marx, this division within the labour process reduces a workers skills collectively, which devalues their labour
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power. The Division of Labour in Manufacture and the Division of Labour in Society In this section, Marx
states that division of labour has existed in society long before the establishment of a capitalist mode of
production. Marx argues that despite its existence prior to capital, division of labor is unique under capital
because its goal is to increase the rate and mass of surplus value, not create a "combined product of specialized
labours. The Capitalist Character of Division In this section, Marx discusses an increased class struggle that is
brought about by capital, or in this case in the division of labour. By creating such a division, it disguises the
efforts and work of such a division as that of the capitalist. Division of labour under capitalism, according to
Marx, is a subdivision of a workers potential and sets limitations on his mental and physical capacity, making
him reliant upon the capitalist to exercise his specialized skill. Machinery and Large-Scale Industry[ edit ]
Section 1. Development of Machinery In this section, Marx explains the significance of machinery to
capitalists and how it is applied to the workforce. The goal of introducing machinery into the workforce is to
increase productivity. When productivity is increased, the commodity being produced is cheapened. Relative
surplus value is amplified because machinery shortens the part of the day that the worker works for his or her
means of subsistence and increases the time that the worker produces for the capitalist. Marx claims that many
experts, including himself, cannot distinguish between tools and machines. Marx states that they "call a tool a
simple machine and a machine a complex tool. Marx gives a precise definition of the machine when he says
"The machine, therefore, is a mechanism that, after being set in motion, performs with its tools the same
operation as the worker formerly did with similar tools. Whether the motive power is derived from man, or in
turn from a machine, makes no difference here. The motor mechanism powers the mechanism. The
transmitting mechanism, wheels , screws , and ramps and pulleys. These are the moving parts of the machine.
The working machine uses itself to sculpt whatever it was built to do. Marx believes the working machine is
the most important part of developed machinery. It is in fact what began the industrial revolution of the
eighteenth century and even today it continues to turn craft into industry. The machine is able to replace a
worker, who works at one specific job with one tool, with a mechanism that accomplishes the same task, but
with many similar tools and at a much faster rate. One machine doing one specific task soon turns into a fleet
of co-operating machines accomplishing the entire process of production. This aspect of automation enables
the capitalist to replace large numbers of human workers with machines which creates a large pool of available
workers that the capitalist can choose from to form his human workforce. The worker no longer needs to be
skilled in a particular trade because their job has been reduced to oversight and maintenance of their
mechanical successors. The development of machinery is an interesting cycle where inventors started
inventing machines to complete necessary tasks. With so many machines being developed, the need for new
machines to create old machines increased. For example, the spinning machine started a need for printing and
dyeing , and the designing of the cotton gin. Along with the press, came the mechanical lathe and an iron
cutting machine. Labor assumes a material mode of existence which necessitates the replacement of human
force by natural forces. The Value Transferred by Machinery to the Product As seen in the previous section,
the machine does not replace the tool, which is powered by man. The tool multiplies and expands into the
working machine that is created by man. Workers now go to work not to handle the tools of production but to
work with the machine, which handles the tools. It is clear that large-scale industry increase the productivity of
labor to an extraordinary degree by incorporating its fast paced efficiency within the process of production.
What is not as clear is that this new increase in productivity does not require an equal increase in expended
labor by the worker. Machinery creates no new value. Only labor power, which is bought by capitalists, can
create new value. Machinery transfers its value into the product at a rate, which is dependent upon how much
the total value of the machinery is. Otherwise, the machinery would not be effective in raising surplus value
and instead depreciate it. This is why some machinery is not chosen to replace actual human workers because
it would not be cost effective. The Proximate Effects of Machinery on the Workman Section Three examines
some of the effects of the industrial revolution on the individual worker. It is divided into three subsections,
the first of which discusses how the use of industrial equipment enables capitalists to appropriate
supplementary labor. The second subsection describes how mechanisation, by increasing labor productivity,
can effectively shorten the working-time needed to produce an individual commodity item. However, because
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of the need to recoup the capital outlay required to introduce a given machine, it must be productively
operated for as long as possible every day. In the third subsection, Marx discusses how mechanization
influences the intensification of labor. Although the introduction of the Factory Acts limited the allowable
length of the work day, it did nothing to halt the drive for more efficiency. The Factory Marx begins this
section with two descriptions of the factory as a whole. In the first description, the workers, or collective labor
power, are viewed as separate entities from the machine. In the second description, the machine is the
dominant force, with the collective labor acting as mere appendages of the self operating machine. Marx uses
the latter description to display the characteristics of the modern factory system under capitalism. The division
of labor and specialization of skills re-appear in the factory, only now as a more exploitative form of capitalist
production work is still organized into co-operative groups. Work in the factory usually consists of two
groups, people who are employed on the machines and those who attend to the machines. The third group,
outside of the factory, is a superior class of workers, trained in the maintenance and repair of the machines.
Factory work begins at childhood to ensure that a person may adapt to the systematic movements of the
automated machine, therefore increasing productivity for the capitalist. Marx describes this work as being
extremely exhausting to the nervous system and void of intellectual activity. Factory work robs workers of
basic working conditions like clean air , light , space , and protection. Marx notes that, by the early nineteenth
century, the introduction of power looms.
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